UPS No Haven From Rape
By Sheila Gavigan
In early November, Pierce County
Rape Relief told Director of Security
Mark Gavin that six rapes had
occurred on campus since September.
The identities, locations, and
descriptions of the suspects were
not made available to Gavin, since
Rape Relief is concerned only for
the victim's welfare and not for the
prevention of future rapes, Gavin
said.
"I don't want to create a panic
situation, but I do want students to
be cautious, to give themselves a
fighting chance to avoid a rape," he
added.
Rapes in Pierce County have gone
up seventy percent, and many have
been occurring in the North End, just
off campus, Gavin said. Since the
location, time, and type of rape was
not made known to him, the only
precaution he can suggest is to
become aware of the environment and who's in it.
"You never know, it could happen
to anybody. For example, a few
weeks ago, a lady police officer was
out jogging. She's trained in selfdefense and trained in police
methods of handling suspects, yet
she got raped jogging in the
morning," Gavin continued.
The Director suggested several
"common sense" safety precautions;
don't walk alone and don't walk in
areas that are dark and isolated.
Security has a 24-hour escort
service, which experienced a
dramatic surge in demand when the
Fife rapist was believed to be in the
Tacoma area. However, the six
rapes on campus illustrate the fact
that some people refuse to heed
warnings and become victims of
violence, Gavin said.
"People just don't keep aware of
what's around them. Last week, I
showed one of the ASUPS senators
just what I mean. The young man
and I stood under a tree in
Thompson parking lot and talked
low to ourselves. I told him that as
soon as a girl came by, walking
alone, and spotted us, she'd put her
head down and take off toward the
sorority across Union. She wouldn't
have the foggiest idea what we
looked like, what we were wearing
or whether we were following her.
She did exactly what I just said she'd
do. The senator, Aaron Peterson,
couldn't believe it," Gavin
explained.
Gavin said to look straight at
anyone on your route, take in the
eye contact, and the person will
know you can identify him, and will
be hesitant to attack.
Other crimes such as theft have
also risen on campus, Gavin
reported. He emphasized the fact
that anyone acting strangely, prying
into a car, sitting alone in a car for a
long period, or following someone
should immediately be reported to
Security.
"Our people can shoot on down
to the problem and find out if
something is going on. $6500 were
lost in thefts in September. It's
much better for us to go and ask
someone if they need help. and find
out they only got locked out of their

car, than to have to file a stolen
vehicle report," Gavin said.
Although the other areas of crime
has risen, Gavin is most concerned
with the six rapes, since he has no
details and he can't help the victims
track down their assailants without
more information.
"If a rape has occurred, day or
night, call me immediately. The
Security personnel know where to
reach me at all times. Whatever a
victim needs I can get for them,
whether it's counseling for a few
days or for weeks and months. I can
fill out the police report, have a
female counselor with them during
the hospital examination - do
whatever they need and want,"
Gavin said.
"The important thing is to help th ,-
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victim realize that it's not her fault,
it's the fault of the guy who doesn't
hove all his marbles. The victim's
well being is number one. If the
victim can give details of the
person's appearance, etc., then I and
the Tacoma Police Department can
;et to work on finding and arresting
-in)," Gavin said.
"We might be able to keep
someone else from being hurt."
If a person is raped, Gavin said,
they should not wash, change
clothes, or destroy anything. Although discussing these matters is
'unpleasant, Gavin said they may
prevent more rapes by helping
police convict the victim's attacker.
If raped, get home, and get help.
:avin suggested the victim call him,
have a friend call him - emphasiz-

ing that all information is kept
confidential. The medical exam at
the hospital is not insulting, but
done with care and concern for the
victim, he continued. That evidence
is what police and prosecutors can
ise to sentence the individual.
Gavin hoped anyone who had
been raped this past year would
volunteer the information, and said
the person would not have to give
her name.
"If I can find out when, where,
and how, I can better help keep
students safe. A lot of peoplg came
here because it's a haven. They
think they're safe here at UPS. But
we have a lot of people from the
Du ts ide come on-campus - it has and
could happen again," Gavin said.
However, until he can find out
Please Turn to Page 4, Column 1
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Law School to Continue Paper
The students at the University of
Puget Sound School of Law voted
overwhelmingly to continue to
publish and distribute their student
newspaper Amicus despite an
impoundment of the newspaper
funds by Acting Law School Dean
Donald Cohen.
According to the Student Bar
Association President Dave
Chapman, 84 percent of the voters
supported publishing and
distributing the paper even if such
action required the use of student

program funds or resulted in further
retaliatory actions by the Acting
Dean. Cohen is expected to be reassigned in January when Fred
Tausend, a prominent Seattle
attorney, assumes the Deanship.
Student President Chapman stated
that the election was held as a result
of a student initiative which arose
spontaneously from the student
body and was led by a small group
of second year evening law students
who had no affiliation with either
the newspaper staff or with the

Governing
Student
Council.
Chapman said that despite the
group's lack of Formal recognition
by the Governing Council, the group
was able to obtain the necessary
signatures to place the issue on the
ballot in less than 24 hours.
Chapman also said that the
Governing Council would abide by
the mandate of the student vote and
would assist the newspaper staff in
every way possible to insure that the
newspaper is published and
distributed to the legal community.

Stress a Danger Towards Term End
3y David Frankel
Insomnia. Fatigue. Inability to concentrate. Neck pain. Pounding of the
heart. Being "keyed up".
Do these problems sound familiar?
In a random phone survey, UPS
students named these most often as
ways in which they experience stress.
With near unanimity, those
surveyed said that stress is more of a
problem during the last part of the
term than at other times. Papers are
due, finals are coming up, etc.
But what is it that we are talking
about? Just what is "stress?"
Stress, according to Stephen
Gilmour, Professor of Psychology at
UPS, is usually associated with sympathetic nervous activity.
The parasympathetic nervous system
is in control of the involuntary
muscles during normal day-to-day
activity, he says, but when a threat is
sensed in the environment, the sympathetic nervous system comes into
play and causes what is called the
"fight or flight" reaction. It is called

this because heart and respiration
rates increase, and sweat is produced,
thus empowering the body either to
fight the threat or run away.
According to Professor Gilmour,
many psychologists think that a little
bit of stress is necessary for learning.
However, when the stress exceeds a
certain amount, the effects can be
bad.
When stress happens at a time in
shich it is not useful, the effects can

also be bad. One such time is when
one is trying to get to sleep. In sleep,
the heart rate slows down and respiration becomes more deep and
regular. Stress can only restrict this.
Mane Tun b Page 13, 0:1611T1 1
The last issue of the Trail carried a
front page article on C & TA professor Bonnie Spillman with the byline
of Crystal Wagley. The story was
written by Virginia Boyer and should
.have carried her byline.
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University Classes Narrow, Don't Interrelate
To the Editor:
I am not going to argue whether or
not the cores fulfill their purpose in
"broadening one's horizons" or
whether we are obtaining a liberal or
liberal arts education. These topics
have been well dealt with. What
concerns me is the segregation and
compartmentalization of the various
departments.
There is no argument that the
design of the cores is to expose one to
new concepts. They may even do this.
Yet the lack of effort in most (not all)
departments to tie their subject in
with other areas is where the cores fall
short of their aim. (By the way, this is
symbolically portrayed in a beautiful
manner. Every professional school
and some of the other departments
have their own building - the
Humanities are left to shift for
themselves, their classes and offices
spread throughout the campus. I like
to think this is because of their overall relevance). But to get back to the
point. One learns physics, or one
learns philosophy; there is no attempt
to look at them from different view-

points. Does the professor teach how
advances in physics have changed
history, or how various philosophers
have influenced history, science,
music or literature?
As far as I can tell from the cores I
have taken, it is left up to the student
to do this, which is fine - if he is so
inclined. In one class I took, we
studied Asian, Western and Hindu
philosophy. We studiously read what
each philosopher wrote and argues'
about the validity of their statements.
However, there was no mention of
any social impact these people had;
we never discussed, for example,
Rousseau's influence on the French
Revolution or the Romantic writers
and composers. Taken out of context,
arguing his thesis is merely an
academic debate. Another problem
arises if the student does not have
enough knowledge - as he frequently
doesn't - to supply the additional
information.
As a terrific example of a class
which does show relationships, I
proffer Dr. Anderson's Geology 101.
We learned more than the difference
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body of UPS has no right to attack
Black Americans, or any ethnic
group. This cartoom tries to state
that most Black Americans are
violent, and hate White Americans.
The cartoon also goes on to imply
that White Americans will be
attacked physically if they go into a
Black Community.
Cartoons which express negative
racial overtones should not be
printed in the Trail. The majority of
the Trail's audience have had limited
contact with Black Americans and
their communities. The
subconscious damage done to the
students of this institution by
cartoons with negative racist
implications is not replicable. To
imply that racism is on the rampage
in the black population in America is
not a positive picture to portray to
the audience of the Trail.
It should be an ethical obligation
of the Editor and her staff to
Please Turn to Page 3, Column
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I feel that the Trail staff printed
a cartoon that has negative
connotations against Black
Americans and their communities.
The racist implications expressed in
the cartoon promotes racism. The
Trail which represents the student

By Garry Trudeau
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whatever deficiencies he feels he has
in his program. As David C. Smith
pointed out, English 101 does not
supply "any graduate in any field with
enough composition experience to
write research articles or journal
essays. "It does supply him with the
knowledge to continue further.
Compartmentalization of subject
matter is one of the main contributors
to, in Prof. Cousen's words from the
November 13th Trail, "vocational
prejudice and economic paranoia."
Face it, even a full two years of
general classes would not skim the
top of what a well educated person
should know. But if one chooses
one's cores responsibly and if they are
taught in a holistic manner that is
conscious of historical, political and
social ramifications, the student will
leave here with a good foundation to
build on. And, after all, isn't that
what we are here for?

Doonesbury Called Rascist
To the Editor:
I am writing you concerning the
cartoon "Doonesbury" which
appeared in the November 21, 1980
issue of the Trail.
The cartoon depicted a black
character as a tour guide leading
some white people on a "ghetto"
tour through a black neighborhood.
As a part of the tour, the tour guide
had stated that there were Black
militants in the neighborhood and
that they hated white people. The
tour guide then stated that militants
were headed towards the white
members of the tour group, and
they were going to attack them.

1500 N Warner Street, Tacoma, Washington 98416
Established
September 25.1922

between basalt and metamorphic
rocks. Prof. Anderson discussed
how changes in geological formation
influenced the development of
different areas; he showed its
practical use in selecting building sites
and even brought in literature when
he read a passage duscussing river
patterns from Mark Twain's Life on
the Misssissippi.He encompasses all
this into a subject that might be
thought rather narrow and hard to
relate to other areas.
If all cores could be taught in such
a manner, along with delaying specialization until one's junior year - or,
at earliest, one's sophomore year,
there would not be a problem of too
narrow a background.
Of course, there are limitations.
C&TA 100 is notoriously bad, while
classes such as English 101 can only
teach so much per semester. If the
University administration refuses to
change the poorly developed classes,
as appears to be the case, itis up to the
individual student to make up for
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Continued from Page 2
promote good racial relationships
between students and ethnic
communities in the United States.
Printing materials with negative
racist overtones should not be a
policy of the Trail. This is not only
an attack on ethnic groups at the
University, but also an attack on the
white population at the school. The
Trail
has printed negative
stereotypes of the black culture and
other ethnic cultures. This type of
media should not be printed or
tolerated at this University.
A concerned student,
Charles L. Douglas

Moral Majority
Condemned
To the Editor:
Something is obviously happening
here in America on the political
front. I don't wish to label it, but let
me simply explain my observation;
you can label it.
On November 4th of this year,
America woke up, so they say!? This
awakening fostered itself in the form
of a shift in power; perhaps the
impetus was, as many people are
now saying, a dissatisfaction with
present economic policies. I don't
know if this is so much the case any
longer. Whatever it is, I'm still
troubled by this shift in power.
Power in itself is not dangerous; it is
the individual(s) in whom the power
has been entrusted that we must
observe. I seriously wonder how
many voters concerned themselves
with the redistribution of this
"Power." It is now becoming
apparent as to which direction the
governing of this land will take.
Those politically triumphant
Republicans who benefited from the
election will now have to pay their
dues to the piper — yes! The Piper!
Who is the piper? The piper has
embodied himself in the form of
groups such as the Moral Majority,
and the Heritage Foundation...Let
me explain. In the immediate
future, conservative dogma (Oops! I
labelled it!) will attempt to flourish
during this apparent Republican
Right Wing resurrection. The only
problem is that these conservatives
are reductionists; they don't wish to
conserve; they wish to place
limitations on some fundamentals
understandings. Examples you say!
Well, the Moral Majority, the group
that claims to have placed
Republican Senator-elect Don
Nickles of Oklahoma into power and
other, expects their voice to be
heard. Do you want to hear what
they have to say? Well, here are
some requests listed below as
introduced by Senator Paul Laxalt
(R.-Nev.) from a proposed "family
protection act."
--Prohibit subsidized public
interest lawyers from handling
cases involving desegregation or
divorce.
---Explicitly
legalize
job
discrimination
against
homosexuals.
---Revoke
organizing
and
bargaining rights for teachers'
unions in private and church-run
schools.
—Require institutions receiving
government funds to inform
parents when their children
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or
contraceptives
request
abortions.
—Establish a constitutional ban on
abortions.
There is one other ironic request that
they wish to see; they wish to see a
big increase in defense spending.
Let us not be distorted by
organizations claiming to behold all
of the "right" moral answers for our
politically diverse country.
The Heritage Foundation (another
"stalwart organization for human
dignity") completed a twenty
volume, 3000-page report and
submitted it to the Reagan team's
key transitional aide, Edwin Meese
III. In this report they are calling for
the following:

the responsibility of the government.
While these are legitimate concerns,
it is axiomatic that individual
liberties are secondary to the
requirement of national security and
internal civil order."
This reductionist mentality has already taken root in some of the
nations GOP Senators such as Jesse
Helms of North Carolina, and Strom
Thurmond of South Carolina. Thurmond wants to give states more control over voting rights, to reinstate
the death penalty, to eliminate some
of the due process protections, to
establish more stringent sentences
for the possession of marijuana,
and to enact a ban on abortions.

Of course, Thurmond will take over
—Reinstate the House Internal Securi- the powerful Senate Judiciary Comty Committee formerly known as the mittee, which is presently mainHouse Un-American Activities Com- tained by Edward Kennedy.
mittee to set up activities against dis- What is happening here? Have we
sidents as part of a blueprint for con- really lost control of our ability to
servative policies called "Mandate for think? Have we lost control of our
Leadership." (In other words, take a ability to question authority? Why
harder line against domestic radicals). does power have a tendency to
Dramatically increase defense disengage sensibilities?
Did we
spending. really wake-up on Nov. 4th? or did
—Deploy the neutron warhead in we go to sleep? Good Morning!!!
Europe, develop a new strategic
bomber.
Sam Chandler
---Provide support, including
weapons, to right-wing Latin
American military governments
under threat from left-wing
revolutionaries.
Reduce emphasis on human
rights as a basis for U.S. foreign
policy.
Use U.S. food exports as a To the Editor:
The Annual Turkey Trot was held
political weapon.
action Saturday morning, November 22nd
affirmative
---Halt
programs designed to increase at 10:00 am. Forty-three people
hiring and promotion of blacks, huffed and puffed around a 3.1 mile
course. The results are listed below.
women, and minorities.
Slash spending for food stamps Turkeys from Tom Boys went to Paul
and a variety of other social Zulak who finished the five
kilometer course first in 17:21 for the
programs.
Repeal the Davis-Bacon Act, men's open and Anne Hirst of the
which requires work done under Law School who was the fastest
government contracts to pay woman with the time of 21:49. Doug
prevailing wage rate as set by Hill won the men's law school
division and shared a gift certificate
union contracts.
End the restrictions that ban from The Heel with Laura Jacobson
who was the fastest undergraduate
mail openings by the FBI.
—End the required prior approval woman. The faculty/staff divisions
from the President and Attorney were won by Gary Vandegrift, UPS
General before the FBI can Bookstore Manager, and Susan
"Leftie" Barnett, instructor of the
conduct break-ins.
End the same restrictions that ancien regime of the East. Both
only allow investigation of received a free "jawbreaker"
political groups when they are compliments of the Union House.
Winning teams were Tri Deltas'
suspected of criminal activity.
The report ended with the following Gretchen Lentz, Maureen Sweeney,
comment: "Many of the current Susan Morman, Susie Worthington,
restrictions on internal security and Carrie Krohn. Sigma Nu's won
functions arose from legitimate but the men's team prize. Members
often poorly informed concern for included Scott Morris, Gary Long,
the civil liberties of the citizen and Greg Streinhaver, Steve Braun, and

Rich Wilson. Speed, Inc., a crosscountry team entered in the spirit of
turkey competition. The Rosie Ruiz
award went to Marc Stevert. Special
thanks go to Charlotte Donelan and
her friends, Bill Norwood, Henry
Steer, Dave Smith and Wynne
Vandergrift, and Redmond Barnett
for this assistance in the smooth
functioning of the race.
Jack Flatch
Bor Rodgers

Turkey Trot Successful
To the Editor:
I write to express my gratitude to all
those concerned with the 2nd
annual all-campus five kilometer
Turkey Trot. To all participants a
hearty congratulations for a great
race. To those sponsors, Jim's Tom
Boy Market, Big Value Market, The
Heel Athletic Store, The Union
House, a sincere thanks for
providing the various prizes. To
David Smith, David Balaam,
Charlotte Donlin, and a crew of race
officials high praise and gratitude
for a job well done. See you all next
year!
Rob Garratt
Race Director

Turkey Trot

Winners Announced
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Trail Praised
To the Editor:
When an article I recently wrote
on Bonnie Spillman was attributed
to another writer, I was naturally
disappointed. However, since I had
worked on production, I had to
temper my anger with understanding. Before I descended into the
dark depths of the SUB basement to
help with the myriad details
involved in production, I had no idea
of the impressive amount of time
and effort needed to out out an issue
Please Turn to Page 4, Column 1
This is the last issue of the Trail for
the fall semester. The Trail will
publish one issue during the third
week of Winterim and resume weekly publication in February. Reader's
letters which could not be published
this week because of space considerations will be held for the Winterim
edition. We would like to remind
our letter writers that letters to the
Trail must be received by the Trail
office on the Monday preceding
publication in order to allow time
for printing.
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Prof Wins Grant to Study Irish Lit

Letters Continued
Continued from Page 3
of the Trail. A rather small number
of people put in a huge number of
hours working with typesetting,
proofreading, advertising, headlines,
layout, and many other details. I
must say that, in spite of a cruel
mistake that robbed me of my one
brief moment of fame and glory in
this life, I have been impressed with
the amount of attention to nuance
and detail expended by a few blearyeyed loyalists, late into the night.
I found that when I began to write
for the Trail that I, like Alice, crossed
as through a looking glass into a
different world, where my point of
view was reversed. Before I wrote,
I could easily join the ranks of
sibilant cynics who found small
mistakes of fact or judgment in the
paper. But after spending five hours
on a story, it was a different
experience to hear someone
casually note that they didn't like a
headline or that the third sentence in
the fourth paragraph sounded kind
of dumb. I began to feel like saying
"try it yourself, sibilant cynic!" (To
those of you who praised those
obscure sentences, there is a special
place in heaven reserved for you). I
am pointing this out not for the sake
of my own ego, but to show that I
think the Trail is not always
appreciated as much as it deserves
to be. It is an important part of UPS
since, with no monetary ties to
f?culty or administration, it can say
things that may not get said in other
places. It can bring up larger issues
that get shuffled between the papers
of a budget report, or lost in the
midst of a department's immediate

problems. Thus it is an antidote to
the forces of inertia and the timidity
towards innovation that can affect
any institution. Where there is no
freedom of information, there is no
freedom.
Cynics and apathetics should
realize that a paper can only, in the
long run, be as vital, interesting, and
involved as the student body itself
is. So in a sense, detractors of the
Trail are the cause of its faults. To
coin a phrase, if you're not part of
the solution, you're part of
the problem.
Students with criticism (or praise)
of UPS often don't know where to go
to voice their feelings. A letter or
article in the Trail is not an ultimate
solution, but it may be a start.
Nearly everyone has an opinion
about his or her education, and
expressing that opinion is a first
antidote to the feeling of futility.
The Trail deserves a lot more
appreciation than it gets from the
nattering nabobs of negativity (who
remembers the man that said those
words?). By the way, if a creative
thought might ever pop into your
head that you think might be worth
saying, you may find that writing for
the paper is actually fun. Working
for the Trail has been one of the
most interesting and rewarding
aspects of my education.
Virginia Boyer
Editor's note: Thanks, Virginia. And
again, our apologies for the very
unfortunate mistake on your acticle.

Robert F. Garratt, UPS associate
professor of English, has received a research fellowship from the National
Endowment for the Humanities.
The fellowship was made under the
N.E.H. program established to support
original research by college professors and is the only one awarded to a
professor in the state of Washington .
A stipend of $22,000 plus travel
expenses accompanies the award.
Dr. Garratt will use the one year
fellowship to complete research for
writing a book on Irish poetry since
Yeats. The book will focus on the
works of Austin Clarke, Patrick
Kavanagh, Thomas Kinsella and
Seamus Heaney, the most important
Irish poets of the past forty years.
Dr. Garratt is a recognized
authority on Irish literature and has
published and lectured extensively on
the subject. His article "Patrick
Kavanagh and the Killing of the Irish
Revival" is scheduled for publication
in the forthcoming edition of the
Colby Library Quarterly. He also has
been selected as guest editor of the
special issue on Irish poetry of
Concering Poetry to be published in
the Fall of 1981.
A graduate of San Jose State
University where he received both a
bachelor's and master's degree, Dr.
Garratt completed his doctorate at
the University of Oregon. He joined
the faculty at UPS in 1972. During the
1977-78 academic year, he was visiting
associate professor at Pitzer College,
Claremont, Calif.
His academic affiliations include
the American Committee for Irish
Studies, American Society of
Eighteenth Century Studies, Pacific
Northwest British Studies, Samuel
Johnson Society of the Northwest,
Philological Association of the Pacific

Rape Prevention Tips Given

.

people would rather not get
involved. Last week, several people
watched a man drag a screaming
fourteen-year-old girl from a bus
stop and he raped her under a
nearby bridge). If anyone sees
someone in trouble, don't intervene,
shout that you're calling the police
and run for the nearest phone. The
police in Tacoma respond within
minutes on an emergency call.
Walk by the sidewalk next to AIL
and the library, not through the
Thompson woods behind the library.
Take that extra few minutes and skip
the shortcuts - it could mean the

Coast and is secretary of the Pacific
Northwest British Studies.
He has received several prestigious
awards including a Study Grant from
the Goethe Institute in Munich
Germany, a N.E.H. Summer Grant for
study at I ohnsHopkins University and
a N.E.H. Summer Grant for study at
Yale University. He was named a
Danforth Associate Fellow for 19801986,

Commencement set for Dec 12
1 he 1980 December Commencement
ceremony will begin at 2:00 on Friday,

Continued from Page 1

descriptions and details, Gavin must
continual ly warn students about
being too friendly, ' .)o open, and too
careless.
"Last week I saw a guy flag down
a car, driven by a girl, on Lawrence
She let him in the car and drove off. I
saw her return five minutes later and
asked her if she knew the man, and
she said no - he just wanted a ride
over to 6th," Gavin said.
several
Again,
he
listed
precautions: If you're being
followed, turn around, go across the
treet, and walk in the opposite
direction; yell fire (not rape, since

English Professor Rob Garratt has
been chosen to receive a National
Endowment for the Humanities
grant for his work on Irish Literature.

difference between being raped and
not being raped.
Most important, Gavin related,
was to be aware of your
surroundings - look around you
when you walk, walk in well-lighted,
open, much used areas. And
remember that old adage - better
safe than sorry, sorry that you
weren't more self aware.
Gavin concluded, "If anyone
wants to talk, my door is always
open. For anything, pick up the
phone and call, that's what we're
here for."

December 12, in the University Fieldhouse. It is expected that over 150
graduates from the main campus, Law
School, and satellite campuses will be
in attendance, as well as a large
number of faculty and staff.
During the ceremony there will be a
special musical presentation by the
Brown's Point Elementary School
Choir, as directed by graduating senior
Mary Ann Ball.
Seating open to the public, and all
friends, faculty and family of the
graduates are invited. Following the
ceremony there will be a reception at
the President's home in honor of the
University's new alumni.

towittilWes).
10%off any purchase
before Christmas

BOOK FEIRE
North Tacoma's Book Store
( )rner of N. 26th and Proctor)
0--520 Mon.-Sat. Sun.12-4

1

HAIR DESIGN
.20Z Off On Perms
With This Coupon

Includes Hair Cut and Dry
3321 N 26th

Hair Cut And
Blow Dry
$7.00
759-2363
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Senate Report

jobline

By Amy Noble
lighting on Campus
Four areas on campus have been
singled out as prospective sites for
the placement of additional lights.
These spots include the backwall of
the SUB, the walkway between the
Occupational Therapy building and
the Fieldhouse-where the x-walk
meets the path, in the Thompson
Hall parking lot, and in the Regester
Parking lot. Additional efforts will
be made in trimming the trees in this
area as well. If there are no signs of
action being taken on this in the near
future, some type -i` -- `ion by the
students may take The city is
being requested to replace their
lights near campus with sodium
crystals, which provide for brighter
lighting. This is being done on
campus as well. Some sort of safety
awareness group/seminar may be set
up, to deal with these types of
problems, and to set up guidelines.
In the meantime, fraternity escort
systems are asked to co-ordinate
their services through Safety and
Admissions
George Mills, from the Admissions
Office, attended Thursdays Senate
meeting requesting the aide of

Senate members while they are at
home over the holidays. Senators
were requested to contact students
in their home town who could be
possible UPS students, and discuss
the aspects of life at UPS. He also
asked that they contact the
counselors at their high schools.
Senators wer encouraged to inform
prospective students about the
possibilities of visiting the UPS
campus. Three meals are provided,
along with overnight accomodations
and an overnight host.
Conduct Code
The Trustees have presented their
revisions to the amendments of the
Conduct Code. Two of these
revisions are in conflict with the
constitution, but these are expected
to be resolved by an altering of the
Constitution this spring. Senate
members approved the revisions,
with the particular revisions in
conflict being contingent upon the
alteration of the Constitution in the
spring. The Senate anticipates no
conflict to arrise between the two
documents before the spring.
Miscellaneous
File cabinets will be added to the

new Senate Conference Room as
soon as it is possible to move them
from their present location. Senators
will have their own keys to the room,
which will require a $5.00 deposit.
The Conference Room telephone
number is listed in the Logger
Ledger.
Slim Hubert, ASUPS Executive
Vice-President, asked for
nominations for Who's Who Among
American Colleges and Universities.
Names of nominees are needed
along with their qualifications. The
deadline is November 21.
The Senate Retreat held last week
went better than previous retreats.
Those who attended got a lot out of
it. Thanks go to President Phibbs for
the use of his basement.
The Senate decided to take
responsibility for the problem of
dogs on campus and to initiate some
sort of action. The Health Board
prohibits dogs (or any animals, for
that matter) from being inside the
SUB, but no University policy exists
to prohibit the dogs from classrooms
and other University buildings. The
Senate intends to voice a concern regarding this problem and to attempt
to go through the proper channels to
procure a solution.

GENERAL OFFICE CLERK
5 yrs genrl exp - typingfiling.
4 50/hr
BARTENDER
6 mos genrl exp - 6 mos
mixology exp.
5 02/hr
CARPET CLEANER
20 hrs per week - Valid WSDL bondable.
4.00/hr
CASHIER SALES CLERK
3 mos exp - write legibly - use
adding machine.
3 30/hr
CHAUFFEUR
Intermediate endorsement on
drivers lic - 2 nights per
week.
3 50/hr
DIAL-A-JOB
All jobs listed on 24 hr line.
Please call: 593-2682.
All service is free
Call Suzanne Gardner, Public Relations Coordinator of the Washington
State Employment Department at 5932237 for more information
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Christmas Contest
Win T-shirts, albums
or an eight-foot stocking full of prizes
Sign up in the Info Booth, in the tunnels,
and in the SUB at dinner.

ga8 LOGGER BASKETBALL
IT BROADCAST SCHEDULE
DATE
DEC 4
DEC 8
DEC 10

OPPONENT
@BOISE STATE
S.W.MISSOURI STATE
SONOMA STATE

TIME
6:25
7:25
7:25
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Imported 'Grand Hunt' Dazzles at Seattle Rep
"Fascinating," concludes the protagonist in The Grand Hunt, a play by
Gyula Hemady and adapted by
Suzanne Grossman, now flashing its
brilliance on the boards of the Seattle
Center Playhouse as the second production presented in the Seattle
Repertory Theatre's subscription this
season. The Grand Hunt exceeds that
description with the dazzling confidence of a seasoned show that is an
import from Canada's Shaw Festival
where Rep director John Hirsch had
blended the show into its current excellence and gained its deserving,
previous successful run and overwhelming praise from Canadian
critics.

The Hungarian drama is an ongoing
effort that Hirsch has been actively
undertaking for over five years and his
meticulous care is clearly evident.
The production achieves a marvelous
unity of interpretation between director, designers and actors. The certainty of even the smallest motivations and line interpretations of the
actors is the tangible proof of this
artistic uniformity. The enticement "it's a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity" - employed by the scheming
protagonist may be an exaggerated
critical allurement for The Grand
Hunt, but it is clearly a rare opportunity to see the unique flavor and distinguished quality of this international
success in our own backyard.
The play itself is a delicious potpourri of ievels and motives ranging
from intrigue, witty dialogue, unabashed melodrama, serious political
and social themes, situation comedy,
romance and slapstick humor And
Hirsch has charged this varied fare

with an undeniable theatricality that
resounds with the same definite click
of the servant's heels in this aristocratic setting.
The script is born out of Hernady's
liberal machination of a bit of Hungarian history: In 1921, King Charles
IV of Hungary came back to claim the
throne from Admiral Horthy, Regent
of Hungary. Horthy's troops twice
resist the advances by Charles, last of
the Hapsburgs, and he and his queen
Zita, were exiled to Madeira where he
died in 1922. The playwright's creative imagination has taken that, set in
1921, and given us a series of intriguing hypothetical situations. Hernady
supposes that Charles and Zita were
mistaken for spies and shot while
seeking refuge on the estate of Count
Erdody. The ambitious and opportunistic Erdody, compelled by an itching
palm and a vain belief "in my own
existence day-after-day," trains
passable carbons to impersonate the
deceased king and queen whom he
then manipulates for his own powerhungry ends. This crafty plot appears
plausible and within the capabilities
of the ingenious count, but a number
of obstacles stand between him and
his goal.
The first is a meddlesome trio of
Charles loyalists who have gathered at
Count Erdody's castle to discuss their
"master plan" for the king's return to
power. But these noblemen are
buffoons and blatantly crippled (one
wears a neckbrace, another has a
decided limp) and bumble right
into every one of the Count's traps.
About all they are capable of are their
absurdly impotent condemnations of
the present monarch, Admiral Horthy

("traitorous
usurper!"
and
"sonofabitch maggot!").
The next step, of course, is to mold
the impostors. Erdody has as his king
an apprentice lawyer, Schrei, who has
recently been held in prison on
charges of being a Communist and
stealing an airplane. His queen, Eva,

Stunt Man:
Don't Believe What You See

The Stunt Man is playing at the Narrows Theater, 7116 - 6th Ave.
Show times: 7:00 and 9:25 Monday through Saturday; Sunday 2:00,
4:50, 7:00, and 9:25. Starring Peter O'Toole, Barbara Hershey, and
Steve Railsback. Rated R.
By Elizabeth Elliott
Are you looking for an evening of good entertainment? Have you
had enough of those boring movies whose plot (if one exists) is made
obvious within the first fifteen minutes? If you're the type of person
who enjoys the element of suprise in a film, The Stunt Man is probably
right up your alley.
You're probably thinking "Stunt Man, huh? What's so interesting
about that? It's probably just a movie about a professional daredevil
who insanely risks his life daily for a few hundred bucks." Well, you're
wrong. There is much, much more to this one
To begin with, this stunt man is far from professional. Cameron
(Steve Railsback) is a wanted man. Haunted and hunted, he gets a
chance to hide out on a movie set by taking the place of a stuntman
killed shortly prior to Cameron's appearance. As the director points
out, what better hiding place could he find? Movie magic can work
wonders - after all, King Kong the First was only 3' 6" tall. Railsback
does an admirable job as the novice stunt man. Though the situation
seems a trifle unrealistic, his character is convincing. Is it his war
record or what he did to merit being chased by the police that haunts
him? Either way, there is no doubt in the viewer's mind that there is
something wrong with this young man...
And the director, too. Just what is he all about? At one moment Eli
(Peter O'Toole) seems an almost father-like figure, benificently presiding over his production, alternately scolding and instructing. But at
another instant he has changed into a fanatic - does he care more
about his movie than the people involved in it? And why has he taken
this man, wanted by the law, under his protective wing? O'Toole does
a remarkable job in his protrayal as the demigod director. In all
aspects, Eli is definitely in charge on his set.
Nina, the beautiful leading actress, is played by Barbara Hershey.
She is, as she tells Cameron, the movies. And like the movies, perhaps,
she too is not all she seems to be. Cameron does not know what to expect from Nina, and so is kept guessing.
The Stunt Man takes a look at the movies and the people behind
them. Most likely it is a highly idealistic presentation of life behind
the scenes, but as a movie itself it is good entertainment. There's a lot
of laughter, a lot of "will he or won't he?" and the characters' complicated personalities add unthought-of twists to the story. There's never
a dull moment, and though the movie has a satisfying conclusion, you
may find yourself wanting more

Air Force ROTC Detachment 900
offers college scholarships
in physics, math, and Computer
Science.
Scholarships are available to
qualified college freshmen.
sophomores and juniors.
Positions also available as
pilots, navigators, missile
and support officers.
Write: AFROTC Det 900
University of Puget
Sound, Tacoma, WA 98416
Call:

756-3264, Dec 5

-

Capt Myers

A•R BOB M =
ROTC
Gateway to a great way of life.

19

by Paul Grondahl
comes from Berlin - "a fiery
Hungarian dancer" with "greasepaint
in the veins" she describes herself but is actually a high-class hooker.
Erdody painstakingly drills the duo
with the pertinent backround of
Charles and Zita. The schemer
patiently waits for the ripe time to unMale Tun b Page 12, Callum 1
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Dickson Awarded Jewett Professorship
By David Frankel
Professor John Dickson was picked
last May for the George Frederick
Jewett Distinguished Professorship
in Business.
The Distinguished Professorship is
the result of a $750,000 gift to the
University of Puget Sound by Mr. &
Mrs. George F. Jewett Jr., and other
members of the Jewett family. The
interest on the sum is used to pay
the salary of a scholar in the field of
business—Professor Dickson—and to
pay for other expenses related to the
Professorship .
Dickson has been consultant to
firms in the United States and New
Zealand since 1967; the firms he has
consulted include Cambell Soup Co.
and 3m Co.
During 1967-69 Dickson taught at
Indiana University. From there he
went to the University of Otago, in
New Zealand, where he stayed until
1970.
From 1972 to 1973 Dickson was
Director of Management Services
and Marketing Research at the
National Retail Hardware
Association in Indianapolis,
Indiana. Then in 1974 he taught
again, at the University of
Connecticut.
In 1975 he went to Eastern
Washington University as a
Professor of Marketing, and in 1978
became Dean of the School of
Business there. Dickson remained at
E.W.U. until he came here.

Professor John Dickson, recipient of the Greorge Fredrick Jewett Distinguished professorship is the first UPS faculty member to hold an endowed chair. Photo By David Frankel
Dickson received his B.A. at
Colorado College, his M.B.A. in marketing at Indiana University, and his
Ph.D. in marketing at the University
of Oregon.
He is doing research on several
different subjects in business. One
of these subjects is discriminate
analysis, which has to do with math
techniques used to decide why one
group of people acts one way and

another group acts another way. He
is working on ways to make
discriminate analysis more useful in
business.
He has many hobbies and activities
other than his work. He likes mountain climbing, skiing, racquetball,
photography, playing classical
guitar, sailing, and reading. Last
summer he climbed Mt. Rainier with
his climbing school. This type of

thing, he says, helps him to keep his
work in perspective, to clear his
mind, and to relax.
Dickson likes it here. The small
size of the school, the intermingling
of faculty from different disciplines,
and the cultural activity all impress
him.
Dickson thinks that a liberal
education is superior to a vocational
one; with a liberal education, people
can cope with change more easily,
and they can find change exciting
and rewarding. As to what makes up
a liberal education, he is not sure;
it's a broad idea. Courses in
philosophy, psychology, sociology,
and language all are helpful. It
should be a mixed selection.
All students should take a course
in business, says Dickson, so that
they can get a clearer understanding
of the profit motive and its role in
society. The purpose of profit, he
says, is to enable our society to
make the investments that are
needed for a standard of living that
satisfies our desires. The profit
motive provides the plants,
universities, etc. that let people buy
cars, cameras, educations, or
paintings.
Dickson says that it is important
for any business student to reinforce
and enhance his writing skills,
speaking skills, and math skills. They
should look for a broad, various education.

Dick Gregory 'On the Podium'

Lecture Demands Students Speak Out
On November 19th, the UPS campus was graced by the presence of
political activist Dick Gregory; he lectured here as a part of the
ASUPS Lectures Committee's "On The Podium" series. The thrust of
his lecture was to awaken our consciences and make us more aware of
what is happening in the world today: "When you don't understand
something, question it!" "You've got a big job ahead of you," he
mentioned several times throughout the lecture in relation to the
problems in the United States and the world.
Gregory keyed-in on the topic of the November 4th Reagan/Bush
victory. "George Bush is a part of a CIA set-up." What Gregory's
foresight tells him is that Reagan will be assassinated as part of a CIA
plot to implant their man Bush as the No. 1 man. Bush, of course, a
former CIA agent himself, will then play out his loyalties ar.J be manipulated by the CIA. Gregory further stressed this point by discussing
the November 4th election itself: "There aren't any computers in the
world that could figure out the election as quickly as the ones here
did! The American people are being manipulated; the whole election
was a 'rip-off': Three months before the election, encyclopedias and
almanacs already listed Reagan as the 40th President."
Some of the other topics Gregory discussed included the oil shortage, the Jonestown deaths, mind control, and the CIA's position in
Jonestown, the unsuccessful attempt to rescue the American hostages
in Iran, the CIA's and FBI's involvement in the assassination of John F.
Kennedy and the fact that Jack Ruby and Lee Harvey Oswald were on
both CIA and FBI payrolls.
Gregory mentioned that Grace Walden, the only witness of the
Martin Luther King assassination, refused to agree to the claim that
James Earl Ray was the assassin; she knew that he was not the same
man that ran past her Because of her refusal to acquiesce, she was
arrested on some trumped-up charges and placed in a mental institution (another supposed FBI scheme).
He discussed the Robert F. Kennedy autopsy: The autopsy listed
three bullets entering into Kennedy's body. There was one problem:
one bullet was listed as being shot from a quarter of an inch away
from Kennedy. Sirhan Sirhan never got that close to Kennedy (the
video tapes show this as a fact). Thus "Kennedy was shot in the hospital or on the way to it."
Gregory also discussed the polio-anti-cancer experiment. In 1952
there was a polio virus immunization program called SE 40, which
was actually a part of an anti-cancer experiment. The virus was shot
into the left arm with cancer agents. Today, there is a direct correlation between the virus and those women now having cancer of -the left

By Sam Chandler

breast. Cancer is the No. 3 killer of all young people. The fact of the
matter is that those people who were being vaccinated were oblivious
to the anti-cancer experiment of which they were becoming a part.
One of Gregory's last points was to take care of your body: "It's
Your temple."
After his three hour lecture, Gregory stayed and answered questions
for another 35 minutes; then he talked with the audience informally
for about another 40 minutes. Perhaps the most amazing fact of all
about Gregory's lecture is that he had documented evidence to support everything he was asserting.
He will continue to lecture daily through the middle of December.
At the same time, he will continue to fast on his fruit juice diet for the
release of the American Hostages and World Hunger.

CHRISTMAS TIME IS
SKI TIME !
We Have What That Skier
on Your List Wants

SI
"There s Only One Parkland Sports Center"

tr* CENTER

11122 PACIFIC AVENUE TACOMA WASHINGTON 98444 LE 1-6501

Text by Paul Grondahl

Enjoying a quiet day fishing at Old Town dock

Final farewells at the 'Hound station

On a sunny afternoon recently,
your two rambling editors of the
Trail found a convenient excuse to
take a study break from their
rigorous preparations for finals.
"Hey, let's do a photo essay."
And with that, armed with a Nikon
FM 50 mm, yellow filter No. 4 and a
Canon F + B with a 2.8 F, 28-55 mm
and four fresh rolls of film, we hit
the streets of Tacoma.
It is a partial truth that as university students we too often burrow into the sterile, ideal world of textbooks and library study-carrels exclusively and allow our relationship
to the inclusive, larger reality to
atrophy within these secure 72 acres
of Phibbsville. We bear the message
that there is life in Tacoma beyond
the SUB. We know. We have been
there.
TACOMA: "The City of Destiny"
and "Admit it Tacoma, You're
Beautiful" are its slightly illusive
slogans. Tacoma is the theme of this
year's Winterim, but despite the
valiant efforts of our Public Relations department, I perceive a struggle in convincing nine-month, transient student-residents of Tacoma to
fully buy the forthcoming powdery
plaudits.
Tacoma is an average, quiet,
workaday, working man's town. And
yet that evaluation should not be
misconstrued as a fault or point of
embarrassment. Tacoma embodies
a character of its own, for the people
and places, as unspectacular and
mundane as they might appear,
belie a simple grace and beauty.
And an appreciation of this quality
should be no more fully realized,
and at least occasionally
acknowledged, than in us UPS
students, the seasonal Tacomans.
What this photo essay hopes to
communicate is an appreciation for
the friendly nature and a reverence
of the common, often forgotten,
people of this city. Most of the pictures were taken in the downtown
and surrounding urban areas.
Although there is nothing particularly remarkable or extraordinary in the
subjects, their mundane appearance
is transformed into a special charm
via the perspective of a UPS student
continually deluged with these confined sights: chalkboards, top-siders,
add/drop slips, khaki pants, the
yellow lines of highlighter pens,
fluorescent lights and alligator
shirts.

Photos by Craig Smith and Paul Grondahl
A pair of Pavement pounders

A familiar street scene

a musicians create a little harmony

fe in Tacoma
yond the SUB

A solitary hobby on the beach
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Book Review:

Sci Fi Author Spaced Out on Latest Work
By David C. Smith

Kinsman, by Ben Bova. Dial Press, 1979. 280 pages.

$9.95

Usually, I don't read science fiction novels. But every once in a
while I get the urge to curl up next to a Duraflame fire, with a mug of
decaffeinated coffee steaming hot from the microwave, and then hide
my intelligence in an Orwellian society.
But not too often. Honest.
The problem with a majority of sci-fi is that the "best" authors
(with the possible exceptions of Robert Heinlein, Frank Herbert, and,
now, Doris Lessing) tend to sacrifice the qualities of a good novel for
a quickly-paced, simplistic story that will find a wide audience, bring
in plenty of money, and add to the colossal number of novels
written by each author. This problem is particularly (but not exclusively) true of the unbearably prolific Clarke, Asimov, Pohl, and Ben Bova.
Bova's newest novel most carefully proves this argument. The book
is never boring, but when the reader is done, he has the same feeling he
would have watching this week's segment of Buck Rogers. Both the
book and the TV show require no thought, provide no impact, and
cause the reader to feel that he wasted precious time. The last time I
read a book by Bova was a little over a year ago, and I haven't the
least memory of what it was about! This newest book will only follow
the path of its predecessor.
The book's storyline is unspectacular, even for Bova. The novel
follows the life of an astronaut, from his training to his first flight and
beyond. Chet Kinsman, our space cadet, gets a flavor of traveling in
space, and wants to do it for the rest of his earthy life. His ultimate
goal is to live on the moon, but this is inhibited by two major
obstacles: a budget-tight, election-year Congress, and an unfortunate
incident in space, in which a cosmonaut attacks Kinsman, and the
latter, in defense, kills the Russian. The event prompts the Aerospace
Force to yank their most experienced astronaut off duty, because of
their concern for his mental health.
There are desperately few things in the book's favor. The main
character is interesting, but simple, and if Bova had killed off
Kinsman in some orbital tragedy, the reader would have felt little compassion. There is a thoughtful and overly emphasized dilemma: can
man prevent war and the military from following him into space?

Then there is Kinsman's resulting torment over killing the Russian, but
Bova's presentation of this torment and its effects leaves absolutely
zero to the imagination.
The book is crammed with stupidities; it's almost as if Bova is intentionally attempting to undermine what rare believability the book has.
Secret documents are labelled ULTRA TOP SECRET. Senators,
military personnel, and "average taxpayers" are indistinguishable in
their stereotyped roles. Characters say things like "supercool",
"peachy keen", "The brain is mightier than the biceps", and "That's
the curse of a long life...you get to feel you're the last of the Mohicans." Real deep.
My suggestion is that the reader with a craving for sci-fi should
save the ten dollars and read Lessing's Shikasta or Heinlein's Time
Enough for Love over Christmas break. You should be able to find
either of them at your local library.

Local Group Performs Messiah
By Virginia Boyer
While some Christmas concerts
have gone by, there are several
special offerings that you can still
catch, including Handel's Messiah
and the Madrigal concerts.
The Messiah, one of the most universally loved musical works of all
time, will be performed on Sunday,
December 7 at 4:00 P.M. in the UPS
fieldhouse. Dr. Thomas Goleeke,
who will conduct the work,
comments that the Messiah has
become animpressive ce social
phenomenon, because it is the one
classical work above all others that

the average person, who may never
attend another concert, will go to
see. A resurgence in interest in the
work has resulted in more musical
scholarship, and we now are able to
hear the Messiah in a form close to
Handel's original intent.
Handel, who, along with Bach,
stands as one of the two great
representatives of the Baroque
style, moved from Germany to
London, where he began writing
oratorios in fierce competition with
many other composers. Out of the
many written, this is the only one
that lasted. So, like Bach, Handel
Please Turn to Page 15, Column 2

THE GOOD, THE BAD
AND THE ROCKPILE.
ROCKPILE IS NOW. Nick Lowe, Dave Edmunds,
Billy Bremner and 'Jerry Williams
bring you "Seconds Of Pleasure."
No life is complete without "Seconds Of Pleasure."
On Columbia Records and
Tapes.
'Columbia" is a trademark of CBS Inc.
01980 CBS Inc.
• Give the gill of music.

Available at your favorite record store
Appearing at the Paramount on December 10, 1980
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items
Barzan poster
$2.00
VISA
ECheetah poster
2.00
MasterCharge
Barzan Jersey
S, M, L, XL
7.00
(Baseball style with red sleeves)
number
Cheetah t-shirt S. M, L, XL
5.00
(Specify color beige, yellow, or blue)
expiration
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I want more. Send me

a complete Beeraphemalla brochure.

Offer expires December 31. 1980

GoApelltisFall,
Its a jungle out there, especially on campus, so we suggest you
stock up on great-tasting Mountain Fresh Rainier, sign up for
Survival of the Freshest 101, and send for your Apeperson gear.
Our full-color posters are $2.00 each, and our swinging t-shirts
cost just $5.00 apiece. Or come "get it yourself": take the brewery
tour and discover the whole treasure-trove of Rainier-related stuff
we sell in the world-renowned
Beeraphernalia Shop. If you
can't come in person, fill out
the coupon, and we'll take
care of the rest. Send coupon,
check, bankcard number, or
money order to:
Beeraphernalia, Rainier
Brewing Company, 3100
Airport Way South, Seattle,
Washington 98134.
Cheetah poster

Barzan poster

Barzan jersey

Cheetah t-shirt
Rainier Brewing Company. Seattle. Washington
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Grand Hunt is Comedy in Classical Style

Continued from Page 6
fold that the real queen is living to
Schrei and vice versa to Eva and they
absolutely buy it. Rubbing his hands
in diabolical glee, Erdody appears to
be in the driver's seat. The rest of the
action concerns itself with the predictable breakdown of his scheme,
climaxing in a brilliant scene: the two
imposters discover that one another
are fakes over a cup of tea.
The theme of the play is power. It
is not new and what it tells us - that it
corrupts and can radically alter the
morality of people - is not particularly profound, but what The Grand
Hunt does succeed at is embodying
the theme in the three central
character, who are full of the stuff of
life. Erdody says "we have no choice"

and "what awesome power fate has
given you" is said of him, but he is not
totally at the mercy of chance. He
initiates his moves and clearly enjoys
his puissance at the expense of living
as a lonely bachelor. Eva the prostitute is a simple person. She simply
loves money; "it's a family trait"
acquired from her father the circus
accountant. It gives her "the freedom
to tell people to go to hell" and she
has undertaken the assignment with
Erdody's promise of half his estate
and some advance cash. Schrei is befuddled with his immediate power
and after exercising it by sending
Erdody to the dungeon, he remorsefully muses, "I enjoyed it."
Roland Hewgill plays Count Erdody

with efficient clarity and nary a
wasted move. The other principal
characters, the impersonating king
and queen, are played by Jan Triska
and Carole Shelly, respectively. Triska
acquired his prestigious acting training in his native Czechoslovakia and
his performance makes use of every
facet of his considerable talent. Most
importantly, he projects an incredible
freshness and energy (in this role he
has been performing for an extended
run) and never rushes a single
moment, but lets each line build out
of the situation and the complete
harmony with his counterpart Shelly.
She won the 1979 Tony Award (best
actress) in The Elephant Man and her
work here is captivating and flawless.

Both display a superb skill, an impressive range, effortless grace and an
overwhelming joy in the process of
performing their roles. The rest of the
cast supported the premium quality of
the production with precision and proficiency.
Cameron Porteous designed the set,
with makes use of quickly flying
scenery in and out during laudably
brief blackouts in creating three royal
settings. A gold drop curtain accents
his work. The lighting was designed
by Robert Scales of the Rep staff.
The Grand Hunt continues through
December 21 at the Rep. Ticket
information may be obtained at the
box office, 225 Mercer Street, or by
calling 447-4764.

Musica Nova Concert Embraces 20th Century
Audiences accustomed to the
strains of Mozart and Brahms had an
opportunity to experience the
sounds of twentieth century music
on November 19, when the first of an
annual series of Musica Nova
concerts, organized by Richard
Kessler, was performed. In spite of
the unfamiliar sounds, the audience
responded enthusiastically.
The first work, "Sonata for flute
and piano," by Poulenc, was one of
the easiest on the program to listen
to, for those not acquainted with
twentieth century music. It
contained traditional chords, but in
different progressions. Changing
rhythm and meter marked the work
as 20th century. Margaret Ponak's
talent enhanced the performance of
the sonata. Poulenc used the
conventional fluidity of the flute
except in a few passages of short,
sharp notes.
Compared to the first work,
"Kinetics III for flute and electronic
sound,"by Preston Trombly,
ravelled further in sound from

music written before the twentieth
century. At times the combination of
the flute and tape recorder seemed
incongruous, but at other times,
there seemed to be a conversation
between the two. The flute varied in
sounds from harsh flutter- tonguing
to passages reminiscent of a
Japanese bamboo flute. Once again,
Margaret Ponak's musicianship
shone. Since "Kinetics" lacked a
regular metric beat, the concept of
predictable forward motion was
upset. For the first-time listener, any
mistakes of rhythm or notes would
have gone unnoticed, although this
performance was flawless.
The next composition, "Melodie,"
by Gerard Conde was a completely
different experience, since the
philosophy behind the piece
actually seemed more important
than the musical content. In
"Melodie," Conde implied the
following questions: how can the
artist work in a brutal world and
why should a composer put the
horrors of life into his work? He had
begun to write a piece on the horrors
of the bombing of Nagasaki, but had
,
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quit in despair. "Melodie" is a result
of this despair. The singer, Marianne
Weltmann, portrays the artist's
conscience; she begins to sing a
Schubert verse, but hesitates,
converses with herself and the
music, shouts and screams, and
untimately goes mad. Her last
statement, addressed to the
audience was "But you aren't even
listening, are you?" With this
comment, the artist implies that
people refuse to absorb such a
despairing, brutal message. Mrs.
Weltmann's skillful interpretation
was completed by the
accompaniment of clarinetist
Christopher Sereque and Pianist
Richard Kessler.
Next, School of Music Professor
Lawrence Ebert conducted his "Four
Fragments for Voice and Small
Orchestra." The piece was written
for and performed by Dr. Thomas
Goleeke. While it used traditional
instruments, the "Four Fragments"
included much dissonance, unusual
intervals, and a sense of
unpredictability. Ebert's use of the
biblical verse added a thoughprovoking dimension to the music.
The only fault of this performance
was that the orchestra occasionally
overpowered the singer.
The group of songs by Leonard
Bernstein, while generally consonant,
with traditional resolutions, also
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included wide intervals and chromaticism. "A simple song" was pretty,
yet powerful. Although Earlene
Carey's ability is obvious, the
operatic quality of her voice
overwhelmed the light spirit of "A
simple song." The nonsensical or
paradoxical nature of "I hate music,
but I like to sing" entertained
listeners.
"Toccata for Percussion
Instruments" by Carlos Chvez, was a
unique part of the concert. The
audience enjoyed both hearing and
watching the performers, because
of the variety of percussion
instruments employed and the
intense concentration of the
musicians. One exciting part of the
piece quickly built to a fortissimo
that vibrated the chairs of the
listeners. Percussion ensemble is a
20th century phenomenon, and the
challenge for the composer is to
avoid monotony and create
cohesive themes.
Dr. Geoffrey Block's introductory
comments were useful to the
listener who might be unfamiliar
with 20th century musical ideas.
Those unfortunate enough to have
missed Musica Nova will have
another opportunity to hear
twentieth century music. Local
composers will be featured at UPS in
February in a concert sponsored by
S.A.I., the women's music fraternity.

Judith Moran, MBA, C PA

City College 624-1688

Try our
34 lb. Double Cheeseburger
Coming up: West End Ski Slalom at Crystal Mt.
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Bushnell Named Vice President
Shirley Bushnell, formerly Assistant Vice President for University
Relations, has been named Vice
President for University Relations,
University President Philip M. Phibbs
has announced.
Bushnell joined the UPS staff in
1973 as the first Director of
Development and became Assistant
Vice President in 1977. In
annoucing the new appointment,
President Phibbs said, "Mrs.
Bushnell has been instrumental in
planning and implementing the $45

million Centennial Campaign. Much
of the success thus far has been due
to her expertise and vision."
In her new role, she will be responsible for fundraising, alumni
relations, public relations and the
$45 million Centennial Campaign.
Before joining the University, Mrs.
Bushnell served as Associate
General Secretary of Stanford
University. In this capacity, she
directed the foundations program
for that institution
Priorly, Mrs. Bushnell held the
.

position of Assitant Dean of
Students at Stanford. Previously she
had worked a Special Consultant for
the American Institute of Research,
Palo Alto, California and as
Research Consultant for the Mayo
Clinic, Rochester, Minnecnt
The new Vice President is a Magna
Cum Laude graduate of the
University of Washington where she
received both a B.A. and a M.A.
degree. During her academic career,
she was named to Phi Beta Kappa,
Alpha Kappa Delta, and Mortar
Board. Recently she was elected to

the University of Puget Sound's
chapter of Phi Kappa Phi.
She is active in civic affairs in this
region serving as President of the
Tacoma Club of Zonta, International. She is also a member of the
Planning and Allocations Committee
of the Tacoma-Pierce County United
Way and is a Trustee of the Vashon
Island Unitarian Fellowship.
Bushnell replaces Burt Wallace
who recently resigned from the UPS
staff to establish a fund-raising
consulting firm.

Meditation and Exercise are Keys to Stress Reduction

Continued from Page 1
According to Professor Gilmour,

stress can make people susceptible to
diseases. Some people who are under
stress for a long period of time
develop ulcers, for example. Illnesses
contracted during periods of stress are
called "psychosomatic."
One third of the students
interviewed in the phone survey said
that they become ill more often
during the end of the term than during
other parts of the year.
Plainly, then, stress is something to
be controlled. There are many
methods An article by Gina Pera,
"College Stress," in the 1980 issue of
Nutshell, speaks of some different
ways to reduce stress.
Exercise, the article, says, can neip.
It calms people down by normalizing
their body chemistry. People who are
highly competitive should take up

something that isn't competitive, but
that requires their full concentration.
Meditation, according to the
article, can also help, but it isn't for
everybody. Transcendental
meditation consists of sitting still for
about 20 minutes and letting one's
mind run over a meaningless word, a
"mantra." It is done twice daily. The
lack of structure in meditation however, can be problem for some who
try it.
Some sort of escape, an activity
that one enjoys doing and that has
nothing to do with the source of the
stress, can help, according to the
article. But if one has already procrastinated to a dangerous level this is no
help.
Simple relaxation is another
method of reducing stress that is included in the article. Pera gives these

and permit relaxation to occur at its
own pace. When distracting thoughts
occur, try to ignore them by not
dwelling on them and return to
repeating "one." With practice, HI E
response should come with little
effort. Practice the technique once
daily, but not within two hours after
any meal, since the digestive processes seem to interfere.
Biofeedback is another helpful
method of reducing stress, says the
article. In biofeedback, a machine signals when the bodily processes of the
person undergoing it change. The
person can learn how to control these
processes by paying attention to the
signals given by the matching. The
processes include heart rate, blood
pressure, and skin temperature. But
biofeedback is still a controversial
method, and it costs a lot.

steps to relaxation:
Sit quietly in a comfortable
position.
Close your eyes.
Deeply relax all your muscles,
beginning at your feet and progressing
up to your face. Keep them relaxed.
Breathe through your nose.
Become aware of your breathing. As
you breathe out, say the word, "one"
Breathe easily
silently to yourself.
and naturally.
Continue for 10 to 20 minutes. You
may open your eyes to check the
time, but do not use an alarm. When
you finish, sit quietly for several minutes, at first with your eyes closed and
later with your eyes opened. Do not
stand up for a few minutes.
Don't worry whether you are successful in achieving a deep level of relaxation. Maintain a passive attitude
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Swimmers Stroke to Early Victories
Loggers start with a bang - life in
the fast lane will be wet! Completing
two months of pre-season training,
UPS holds two early-season duel meet
wins over the University of British
Columbia and Eastern Washington
Universtiy.
The University of Puget Sound
men's varsity swimming team begins
its 14th collegiate season in earnest
December 5-6-7 with its participation
in the annual Husky Invitational in
Seattle.
This prestigious meet is the Logger's
most important competition outside
the NCAA Division II Championships
in March. Most swimmers will be trying to meet national qualifying
standards for the NCAA against the
season's best competition in the
University of Washington pool.
The Loggers will field potentially
the strongest team ever to represent

the university. All swimmers who
figured in five NCAA Division II
national records in 1980 are back: Vic
Swanson (senior) who won both the
200 and 400 individual medley events,
Bob Jackson (Junior) the defending
champion in the 100 and 200 breaststroke, and Mike McGoorty (Senior)
and Tom Wick (Junior), who teamed
with Swanson and Jackson in winning
the 400 yd. medley relay in national
time.
Several outstanding Freshmen will
add considerable strength to the
team. Steve Schmidt from Hawaii
(Hawaii state champ in the 50 free)
swims all freestyle events well, Trevor
Jones from Peninsula H.S.
(backstroke), and Brian Pakkala
(butterfly) from Juanita H.S. In
addition Jerry Everard joins the team
as a sophomore transfer from the
University of Alaska at Anchorage.

Sailing Club Unfurls Season
The UPS sailing club has raised its
mainsail and is officially underway for
the 1980-81 season. Equipped with an
Alpha One sloop, the club is open to
any student interested in either
recreational sailing or intercollegiate
racing.
One question usually asked by
prospective members is, "But what if I
don't know how to sail?" This is no
problem for there are members willing
to teach the novice sailor and it is
possible to learn the basics in an
afternoon.
For the competitive sailor, there are
races every weekend at colleges ranging from the University of Utah to the
University of Victoria in everything
from Coronado 15's to 470's. Host
colleges provide the boats, a place to
stay, and a chance to sharpen racing
skills.

Still another activity that the sailing
club member can participate in is the
chance to place their name on a list
circulated to area yacht clubs whose
members invite the UPS sailing club
member out for a day or weekend of
big boat racing, becoming involved in
the excitement and thrills that go
along with being part of a crew. One
of these local yachtsmen, a San Juan
24 fleet captain, has expressed interest
in placing people on these boats and
boats of other classes.
The yearly dues of $15 provide the
members with access to the Alpha
One which is kept at Camp Seymour,
a short drive from campus, the chance
to become involved in both
recreational and competitive sailing,
and a place to meet other people
interested in sailing. Anyone wanting
to know more about the club can call
759-0241 for information.
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Blazing Potatoes of Death Mashed...

UPS IM Football Triumphs
By Edgar Elliot

BASKETBALL

As intramural basketball enters its fourth week of competition, certain
teams are aspiring to the top of their division. In division A, Phi Delt A
pushed its record to 4-0. Close behind are the Hunched Back Crime
Fighters, 3-0. In the B division, the 59th Street Electric Reindeer is on
top with a 3-0 record after a thriller against Kappa Sigma which the
Reindeer won, 58-57. In division C, the Beta Gooners with a 3-1 record
are killing their opponents by wide margins. Last week, they whipped
the Blazing Potatoes of Death 58-22. Their only loss came as the result
of a double forfeit.

INTRAMURAL RESULTS (NOV. 17 24)
-

Men's Basketball
Berger's Wad v. Dead Heads
Hunched Back Crime Fighters v. Due Time
Sigma Chi B v. AIL Celtics
White Punks on Dope v. Due Time
Sigma Nu v. Menehunes
Partial Performers v. Prospectors

67-34
52-39
58-47
39-37
50-39
69-51

Women's Basketball
Regester v. Bad News B's

47-10

Men's Volleyball
Sigma Nu v. Beta B
Kappa Sigma v. Phi Delts
Beta A v. Todd

15-4, 15-13
15-11, 15-9
15-7, 15-13
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Last Saturday the intramural flag-football champion team from
UPS, E.O.B.L.&G.L., and a collection of all-stars from St. Martin's College, went head to head in a friendly scrimmage at Baker stadium. The
game turned out to be very one-sided in favor of E.O.B.F.&G.L., as the
final score of 30-14 would appear to indicate. The fleet running of Tim
Shane and Chip Seamens and Jeff Hunt, proved to be too much for the
discouraged St. Martin's team. E.O.B.F.&G.L. dominated first-half play
by scoring two touchdowns on pass receptions by Chip Seamens and
Jeff Hunt, making the score 14-0.
By the time St. Martin's finally scored, E.O.B.F.&G.L. had already
scored again on a pass play from Andrews to Hunt early in the second
half, putting the tally to 22-0. St. Martin's struck two plays later on an
eighty-yard bomb making the score 22-8. It appeared that the gap
would be closed even more. St. Martin's stopped E.O.B.F.&G.L.'s next
drive at midfield and then drove the ball down to their opponent's 27
yard line. On their next play, however, the St. Martin's quarterback
and halfback played volleyball with the football. Alertly, Bill Patton
grabbed the loose ball before it hit the ground, giving E.O.B.F.&G.L.
possession and thwarting the St. Martin drive. E.O.B.F.&G.L. then confidently drove the ball once more and scored on a pass from Andrews
to Hunt - his third touchdown reception of the day - making the score
30-8.
For all practical purposes, the game was over, but the last excitement
came when lineman Scott Gullick replaced Andrews as quarterback
on the St. Martin's four-yard line with nineteen seconds left. Scott's
only pass sailed errantly into the hands of a St. Martin's lineman who
returned the ball ninety-six yards for the final score. As a final note on
the game, it was video-taped and will be shown at a future date for the
entire student body.
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UPS Roundballers
Swamp Koreans
The University of Puget Sound men's
basketball team opened their season
with an exhibition game with the
touring team from Chung-an Univ.,
Korea. The Loggers had a decided
height advantage and out rebounded
the Koreans 41-14. The final score was
108-66, and UPS shot 64°/° from the
floor and 80°/° from the free throw
line. All-American center Joe Leonard
was high man with 28 points and 8
rebounds, playing only 22:30 minutes.
Don Chandler (18), Eric Brewe (17) and
Bill Radford (11) were the other
double figure scorers of the ten who
suited. The Koreans were led by the 23
points, 6 rebounds of Kwang Young
Choi, their teams leading player. It
was a great experience for our team to
meet these young men and their entourage from the University. This was
their first ever trip to the United States
and is part of a tour to play against
college and AAU teams in
Washington and Canada. The next
action for the Loggers is on the road at
Boise State, Dec. 4th and U. of
Montana on Dec. 6. HOME on Dec.
8th, SW Missouri State "Bears." Ya'll
Come!

Cross Country
Runs in Nationals
On Saturday, November 15, 145 of
the finest female Division III runners
lined up for the AIAW Cross Country
National Championships. This year,
Seattle's Tyee Golf Course was the
site of this annual event. The Loggers
were well represented by senior
Angela French and freshman Kathleen
Parnell. The day for Angela marked
the end to a three-year cross country
career in which she established herself
as one of the finest female distance
runners in UPS history. Her time of
19:46 over the 5 kilometer course
earned her a respectable 69th place
For Kathleen, this is only a beginning.
Her time of 19:26 gave her a well deserved 49th place finish and as a side
note, she was the eighth fastest
freshman in the nation!
Congratulations are due to both
Angela and Kathleen on a fine season.
Their coach, Chris Luther also
deserves praise for his continuous
moral and physical support. As a
whole, this year's team showed an
enormous amount of improvement
and next year should be even better.

Volleyball Spikes
to Nats
This will be the first trip by any Logger
volleyball team to Nationals. The
outstanding job by this "young" team
in compiling a 33-9 season record is
one of the reasons for their receiving
the at-large bid from this Region. The
University of Puget Sound women's
volleyball team competed at the
Regional Championships in Ashland,
Oregon on November 21-22 and
placed second in a field of eight
Northwest college teams. Whitworth
College won the final match 15-2, 915,15-9,15-12. Coach Roberta Wilson
and assistant Mike Laird have done a
great job with the team this year. We
wish them continued good luck in
Spokane!

Continued from Page 10
wrote the work to glorify God
through music, but he also wrote the
it to make money, in a crowded field
of oratorio composers. The work,
first performed in 1742, is
outstanding for its music and its
treatment of biblical subjects in an
operatic manner. During a trip to
Great Britain, Dr. Goleeke was able
to examine an original manuscript of
the Messiah.
The custom of standing during the
"Hallelujah" chorus has a droll
origin. That chorus occurs near the
end of part 2, and during an early
performance, King George became
tired and restless at that point and
wanted to stand up. Well, when the
king stands, all his loyal subjects
stand, and the custom has lasted to
this day.
Dr. Goleeke comments, "I hope
the students will be able to take
of

ion

E

advantage of this oppotunity to hear
the Messiah right it their own back
yard. On both musical and spiritual
levels, it is something that would
appeal to them and also be
meaningful."
The UPS-Tacoma Civic Chorus
performs with members of the
Tacoma Symphony. Two soloists,
Mike Deviny and Freda Herseth, are
UPS graduates, while a third,
Marianne Weltmann, teaches in the
Music School. The fourth soloist is
Dennis Sinclair, a new resident in
Tacoma. The musicians have worked
together for three months to prepare
the oratorio.
The remaining University Madrigal
Singer concerts, on Thursday
through Sunday at 8:00 P.M., have
no more tickets. However, you can
either call the music office at
extension 3253 for returned
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Turkey Trot Results:
la 1) Paul Zulak
17:21
Steve Gerrodette
17:21
Doug Bergman
17:28
17:42
13 4) Eric Dillingham
18:14
5) Jeff Smith
6)Doug Hill 18:22
7)Keith Painter 18:29
13 8)Gordon Bonaci 18:58
9) Mark Hoffman
19:08
Dan Johnson
19:17
Gary Vandegrift
19:20
3 12) Steve Brown
19:38
Scott Morris
19:44
Steve Thorne
19:51
20:16
B 15) Joe Stacey
16) James Campbell
20:35
Ben Hirst
20:54
Michael Choate
21:03
■ 19) Phil Phibbs
21:20
Marc Chirrette
21:23
Gary Long
21:40
Steve Demarest
21:48

il
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1
I
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PS Hosts Christmas Concerts

Ann Hirst
Shelley Franchel
Eric Bosley
Cynthia Henry
Laura Jacobson
Pat Murphy
Mark Dynan
Rich Wilson
Greg Steinhauer
Sveve Schutt
Teri Rideout
Suzanne Barnett
Sally Blunt

21:50
21:56
22:00
22:10
22:35
22:42
22:47
22:48
25:54
25:54
26:59
27:08

Gretchen Lentz
Mark Stoops
Carrie Krohn
Jan Smith
Maureen Sweeeney
Susan Norman
Barb Garret
43Susie Worthington

27:29
27:37
27:39
27:47
27:47
29:00
29:04
29:43

complimentary tickets, or go to
Jacobsen Recital Hall on one of the
concert nights and take any seat that
remains at five minutes before the
concert begins. This popular
Christmas program includes
traditional Christmas carols, some
16th century recorder music, as well
as some newer pieces. The
Adelphians join the Madrigal singers
for five final carols.

Cash Reward
for Creativity
Crosscurrents, the art and literary
'Aagazine, is holding a contest! Fifty
dollar prizes will be awarded for the
outstanding entries in the following
categories; Art: thematic quality and
artistic quality, Literature: thematic
quality and literary value. The chosen
theme this year will be lightning. Free
interpretation is encouraged.
Entries will be accepted now
through Feb. 15, 1981 and may be
submitted to SUB 212 for consideration. Judging will be done by the
Crosscurrents staff and faculty
members from the Art and English
Departments. All winning entries will
appear in the 1981 edition and will
be displayed in the Library. For more
information contact Tammy Mills or
Kyle Ripley or pick up an
information sheet at the information
booth. Now is your chance to win
cash for your creative endeavors!

Upepo will be performing for Showcase Friday Dec. 5 from 11:30 - 1 and
they will also be performing for the Xmas Dance Friday night 9:30-12:00.
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THE COMBAT ZONE
The "Combat Zone" is intended as a satirical
work and has, as such been set off from the rest
of this newspaper. Any resemblance to any
person, place or other entity, with or without
satirical intent, is strictly coincidental.

Garratt Explains
Plans
for Grant Monies

Democrats
Rebel
By Bruce O'Donnell

In unexpected and onceprecedented moves six states of the
United States that voted Democrat
on November 4 resolved to secede
from the Union yesterday. Several
different situations were created by
the openly rebellious actions.
Minnesota announced its intention to join with Quebec, which has
considered leaving the Canadian
Republic in the past. Garry Trudeau
will apparently be the new Prime
Minister, and his first problem will
be to tackle the French/English barriers. He says he already has a solution: "We'll teach everyone Pig
Latin," but he hasn't decided
whether to use the English or French
version. Close aide Ted Taranovski,
an expert in the field, will help in the
decision making process.
Trudeau also announced his new
"Gang of Four" cabinet: Zonker
Harris, David "The Boss" Balaam
(and the E Street Band), Michael
Doonesbury, and Bob Albertson,
who will be Secretary of Papal Relations.
The other five states (Georgia,
Hawaii, West Virginia, Maryland,
and Rhode Island) will unite into

CLASS (the Corporation of Liberal
Arts Socialist States), and President
Carter will be its first Premier. All
citizens will be required to join the
FCFC (the Frank Cousens Fan Club)
and own bumper stickers which say,
"I'M BORED WITH BAUER, AND
VEXED WITH VESETH."
With him, Carter will bring two of
his Georgia gang: Professor Lantz,
who will be the Budget Director, and
Martin Nelson, who will be Secretary
of Social Security.
After consulting with his rightwing aide, Gregg Gunner, Raygun
reacted swiftly and calmly. At a
press conference last night, during
which he fell asleep, he announced,
"This situation has actually solved
many of our problems. Georgia can
be the new site for the M-X shell
game; Hawaii will be the new GOP
headquarters; I had Frank Cousens'
office bombed; we'll blockade
Maryland; and within ten minutes
after my inauguration, Rhode Island
will be next to Barcelona on the
map, while Quebec will no longer be
a problem tc the Canadians."
Raygun did not give any specifics.

Rob Garratt, Professor of English,
confided with Trail reporters last
week what he really plans to do with
his $22,000 grant. "I'm just going to
blow it. Who the hell is stupid
enough to write on crap like Irish
poetry, anyway?"
When asked what he will end up
doing with the money, Garatt
replied, "Well, Dave [Prof. Balaam,
Politics and Government] and I want
to go see Bruce Springsteen at the

Madison Square Garden.
It'll be
Balaam's ninth time to see the big
B.S. After all, a book about the Boss
will sell more than some bologna
about Patrick Kavanaugh, which I
would only make up anyway.
With the remainder of the money,
Garratt would establish a brothel in
the SUB. Garratt mourns this lack of
a vital feeling of cultural experience
in a liberal arts context.

[Advertisement]

BURN THIS PAPER!
Are you tired of the liberal. communist, fascist, racist bullshit printed in
this sorry rag? Well, we are! We've had enought of the under-handed, lefthanded, one-sided, two-faced garbage this so called paper publishes. Its
editors show consistent irresponsibility in the way they confuse the issues
with facts. And we think that's an insult to your intelligence, because most
of you probably can't tell the difference, due to your naive WASP-bourgeois
background.
And that's not all. We've recently learned that this operation is not only a
corrupt radical anarchichal hotbed, it's also a covert CIA operation and Lisa
Martin is a puppet being used to exploit good Americans like you. Frankly,
we just aren't going to stand by and watch this happen anymore. We
believe in preserving this great nation of ours and all its freedoms. That's
why there's only one thing to do. BURN THIS PAPER!
The rally will be this Sunday in the Fieldhouse parking lot. Bring every
copy of every issue you can find. The fire will be lighted promptly at midnight.
You don't have to come. You don't even have to agree with us. But you
don't have to stay in this country either. You can LEAVE, buddy!
We are Shady Bauer, the Music School, Veronica Williams, the BSU, and
the Moral Majority. We're mad as HELL and we're not going to take it
anymore!
(Social consciousness pins will be distributed to all participants.)

